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Abstract 

FPGAs are an appealing solution for space-based le- 

mote sensing applications. However, an a low-earth 
orbit, FPGAs are susceptible to  Single-Event Upsets 
(SEUs). I n  an ejfort to understand the efjects of SEUs, 
an SEU simulator based on  the SLAAC-1V comput- 
ing board has been developed. This szm,ulator artifi- 
cally upsets the conjiguration memory of an FPGA and 
measures its impact on FPGA designs, Thc accuracy 
of this simulation environment has been verified using 
ground-based radiation testing. This sim~ulataon tool i s  
being used to characterize the reliabilitg of SEU m,iti- 
gation techniques for PI’GAs. 

1 Introduction 

There is increasing interest in the use of rccon- 
figurable computing in spacc-based il pplications such 
as remote sensing[l]. The use of rcconfigurable Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) within a space- 
craft allows the use of application-specific hardware 
in place of progranimable processors. The ability 
to  customize the datapath within an FPGA to an 
application-specific computation allows the FPGA to 
perform many operatio tis fastor and more efficiently 
than the use of traditional programmable processors. 

In addition to  improved computational efficiency, 
the use of SRAM-based FPGAs within a spacecra€t ~ 1 -  
lows the programmable hardware to pcrforin any iiser- 
specified operation. Unlil<e a1)plication-specific intc- 
grated circuits (ASICs), FPGAs can he configured af- 
ter thc spacocraft has been launched. This flexibility 

*’This work is supported by tile Ileployable Adaptive Pro- 
cessing Systems project (DRPS) at the Los Alarnos Natiorial 
Laboratory, United States Departnient o f  1herg.y. 

allows the samc FPGA resources to  be used for mul- 
tiple instruments, missions, or changing spacecraft ob- 
jectives. Errors in an FPGA design can be resolved 
by fixing the incorrect design and reconfiguring the 
FPGA with an updated configuration bitstream. Fur- 
ther, custom circuit designs can be created t o  avoid 
FPGA resources that have failed during the course of 
the spacecraft mission. 

While the use of FPGAs for remote sensing offers 
several advantages over conventional computing meth- 
ods, SRAM-based FPGAs are sensitive to  radiation 
effects in a low earth orbit. FPGAs are sensitive to  
both heavy ion and proton induced single event up- 
sets (SEUs)[2]. Single-event upsets in the FPGA affect 
the user design flip-flops, the FPGA configuration bit- 
stream, and any hidden FPGA registers, latches, or 
internal state. Configuration bitstream upsets are es- 
pecially important because such upsets affect both the 
state and operation of the design. Configuration upsets 
may perturb the routing resources and logic functions 
in a way that changes the operation of the circuit. 

The purpose of this work is to  study the reliability of 
FPGA designs in the presence of configuration SEUs. 
An important component of this work is a fault sim- 
ulator that was created to manually insert SEUs into 
the configuration bitstream[3]. Based on the SLAAC- 
1V FPGA computing board, this testbed reconfigures 
FPGA resources to simulate SEUs in the configura- 
tion bitstream. A number of experiments were con- 
ducted on this simulator to analyze the susceptibility 
of FPGA designs to configuration upsets. The results 
of this fault sirnulator were verified using a ground ra- 
diation source. The results of both the simulator and 
radiation testing will bc presented. 

This paper will begin with an overview of radia- 
tion effects on FPGAs. Next, the process of siniulat- 
ing configuration SEUs will be discussed along with a 
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detailed description of the SLAAC-1V SEU simulator. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this simulator, re- 
sults from several SEU tests will be presented. After 
presenting the simulator results, this paper will discuss 
the radiation testing experiments that were completed 
to verify the fault simulator. The paper will conclude 
by summarizing the results of the experiments and dis- 
cussing future work. 

2 Effects of Radiation on FPGAs 

Electronic circuits operating outside the earth's at- 
mosphere are exposed to a radiation environment much 
different than the radiation found on Earth. High- 
levels of radiation may damage or upset the operation 
of a conventional semiconductor device. Electronic cir- 
cuits can be designed to tolerate high levels of radia- 
tion through custom manufacturing techniques. With 
increased interest in exploiting programmable logic in 
space related applications, several researchers have in- 
vestigated the suitability of commercially available FP- 
GAS in radiation environments[4, 51. This section will 
discuss the effects of radiation on integrated circuits 
and present current results on how these radiation ef- 
fects apply to modern SRAM-based FPGAs. 

2.1 Effects of Radiation on Integrated Circuits 

An important function of the earth's atmosphere is 
to filter the ionizing radiation found in space. Without 
the atmosphere, the earth would be subject to the high 
energy radiation found in space. The radiation found 
in most earth orbits is caused by protons and heavy 
ions emitted by the sun (i.e. solar particles), galactic 
cosmic rays, and particles trapped in the earth's mag- 
netic field. 

Space radiation has both long-term and single parti- 
cle effects on electronic components. Long-term effects 
include total ionizing dose (TID). Single-event effects 
include single-event latchup (SEL) and single-event up- 
set (SEU). Each of these effects must be considered 
before using a device in a space application. 

Total  Ianizing Dose (TID) Total ionizing dose 
is the long term ionizing damage to  a semiconductor 
device caused by high energy protons and electrons. 
Exposure to high-energy ionizing radiation generates 
electron-hole pairs within the oxide of a MOS device. 
These generated carriers cause a buildup of charge 
within the oxide. This buildup of charge will change 
the threshold voltage, increase the leakage current, and 
modify the timing of the MOS transistors. Ultimately, 

ionizing radiation will cause functional failures within 
the device. 

Single-Event Latchup (SEL) Single-event latch- 
up is a potentially destructive condition in which a sin- 
gle charged particle induces latchup within a CMOS de- 
vice. With enough energy, a charged particle may trig- 
ger the parasitic npn-pnp circuit found within CMOS 
circuits. Once in latchup, high currents will flow 
through the parasitic bi-polar transistors and destroy 
the device. 

Single-Event Upsets (SEU) A single-event upset 
is the change in state of a digital memory element 
caused by an ionizing particle. As the ionizing parti- 
cle passes through the device, charge can be transfered 
from one node to another. This charge transfer can 
lower the voltage of a memory cell and change its in- 
ternal state. These single-event upsets are soft errors 
that do not cause any permanent damage within the 
device. 

2.2 Radiation and FPGAs 

SRAM-based FPGAs suffer the same challenges 
with respect to radiation as other semiconductor de- 
vices. Users of FPGA devices must consider these radi- 
ation effects before including an FPGA within a space 
application. To address the need for radiation toler- 
ant FPGAs, Xilinx has introduced the QPROtm line 
of high-reliability FPGA family[B]. This radiation tol- 
erant FPGA is manufactured on a thin-epitaxial 0.22 
pmm CMOS process and based on the commercially 
available Virtex FPGA architecture. 

The QPROtm high-reliability Virtex FPGA has 
been tested extensively for radiation tolerance and has 
been shown to tolerate a total dose in range of 80 to 
100 krads(Si). This total dose tolerance is acceptable 
for many space applications. In addition, this device is 
immune to latchup up to  an LET of 125 MeV=cm2/mg. 

While the &PROtm Virtex FPGA is immune to  
latch-up and has an acceptable total-dose tolerance, it 
is sensitive to single-event upsets (SEUs). Single-event 
upsets are changes in the state of a flip-flop, latch, or 
register caused by heavy ion collisions. The worst-case 
upset sensitivity of the XQV VlOOO was calculated for 
the Cibola flight experiment orbit. As shown in Table 
1, memory cells are anticipated to upset at a rate of 
.13 upsets/hour (3.2 upsets/day) in a quite sun envi- 
ronment and upset at a rate of 4.2 upsets/hour during 
the peak upset rate. 

Devices that contain dense arrays of memory cells 
are especially sensitive to such SEUs due to the large 
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Radiation lhvironmeni, ] [  Upset Rate J 
Quite Sun (Orbit Avg.) .LS/hour 1 
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Table 1. SEU Upset Rates for the V1000 FPGA 

amount of memory state within a relatively small 
amount of circuit area. Much like SRAM and DRAM, 
SRAM-based FPGA s contain large amounts of mein- 
ory cells within a device and are especially sensitive to  
radiation induced SEUs. As suggested in Table 2, the 
Virtex VlOOO FPGA contains almost six-million bits 
of internal state. This known internal state is iised for 
the following important purposes: 

User Flip-Flops An important architectural coin- 
poiient of all FI’GAs arc user programmable flip-fops. 
User designs exploit thcsc flip-flops to  implement com- 
mon seqiicntitil logic: circuits such as state machines, 
counters, and registers. User flip-flops in most tlig- 
ita1 technologies are susceptible to  ratliation-induced 
single-event upsets. Marly digital circuits operating in 
it radiation environment exploit, redundancy (i.c. mul- 
tiple flip-flops) to  mitigate against such single-event ef- 
fects [7]. 

- __ 
% -1 ---- [ Memory Type [p # Bits 1 

- r Configuration TF-1 97.4% 1 

I - l L - L - - I  

1 LUT Bits are a subset of tlic configuration memory. 

Table 2. Memory Bits Within the Virtex 
XCVIQQQ 

User Meniory Modern FPGAs provide blocks of in- 
ternal mcmory larger than the typical look-up table. 
This block memory is used for traditional random ac- 
cess memory functions such as dala storage, buffering, 
FIFO, etc. The Virtex family includes a set of internal 
dual-ported BlockRRM memories that provide 4096 
bits of randomly accessible memory. Dense static mem- 
ory such as the BlockRAM is especially susceptible to 
radiation-induced SEUs. Well-known error-correction 

coding techniques are often used within a user design 
to detect and correct such upsets[8]. 

Configuration Memory A large amount of mem- 
ory cclls are required to define the operation of the user- 
designed FPGA circuit. These memory cells define the 
operation of the configurable logic blocks, routing re- 
sources, input/output blocks, and other programmable 
FPGA resources. The use of static memory cells for 
configuration storage allows the device to be repro- 
grammed as often as necessary by reloading a new 
configuration memory. Like other static memory cells, 
configuration memory is susceptible to single-event up- 
sets. Upsets within the configuration memory are es- 
pecially troublesome as they may change the operation 
of the circuit. Several techniques have been proposed 
for detecting and mitigating such upsets. 

Half-Latches Another form of internal state found 
within the Virtex FPGA is the “half-latch” structure. 
Half-latch structures are used to  generate many of the 
constant “0” arid “1” logic values used throughout a 
user FPGA design. For example, the half-latch in Fig- 
ure 1 generates a constant “1” for a clock-enable signal 
of a user flip-flop. Unlike other internal state, half- 
latches are not visible to  the circuit or the user. Be- 
cause of this lack of visibility, upsets within a half-latch 
cannot be detected. To prevent undetectable half-latch 
upsets from occurring, half-latch structures must be re- 
moved from a design[9]. 

C1.K 
Halt Latch 

I )  

--our 

Figure 1, Half-Latch Generating a Constant 
“1 ” 

As shown in Table 2, 97% of the memory cells 
within the Virtex VlOOO device are devoted t o  con- 
figuration memory. Because of the large amount of 
configuration memory within the device, the configu- 
ration memory is especially susceptible to single-event 
upsets (SEUs). While upsets in the user flip-flops or 
memory may alter the state and output of the cir- 
cuit , upsets within the configuration memory actually 
change the user design. Upsets within the configura- 
tion memory may alter the function of the configurable 
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logic blocks, upset the routing network, or modify the 
operation of the input/output blocks. Any spacecraft 
that utilizes SRAM-based FPGAs must anticipate and 
mitigate against upsets within the device configuration 
memory. 

Several techniques have been proposed and tested 
for mitigating SEUs in FPGAs. Many techniques 
use hardware redundancy to  reduce the probability of 
failure[lO]. By replicating the desired circuitry and 
comparing the results, faults in the configuration can 
be detected and reported. Other techniques rely on 
device reconfiguration to  continually “scrub” the con- 
figuration bitstream[ll] . By repeatedly configuring the 
device, SEUs occurring within the configuration bit- 
stream are replaced by the correct value. 

The purpose of this work is to  create a low-cost 
testbed for evaluating SEU mitigation techniques on 
the Vistex configuration bitstream. This testbed relies 
on commercially available FPGAs and does not require 
the expense of traditional testing techniques such as a 
proton accelerator. The configuration SEU testbed will 
be described in detail in the following section. 

3 Configuration Fault Simulator 

Ground-based radiation sources are typically ap- 
plied to  electronic circuits to  simulate the radiation 
within a natural space environment (Le. solar and cos- 
mic radiation). Electron linear accelerators and proton 
cyclotrons are commonly used to test both the total- 
dose response and proton-induced single-event effects 
of electronic devices[l2, 131. This form of radiation 
testing is essential for the characterization and quali- 
fication of radiation hardened electronic devices used 
within a spacecraft. 

While this form of radiation testing is important, 
there are several drawbacks of using ground-based ra- 
diation sources to  test the behavior of upsets within the 
FPGA configuration memory. First, radiation testing 
is relatively expensive. Second, the number of radi- 
ation tests is limited by the availability of the testing 
facility and the need to  travel. Third, ground-based ra- 
diation tests insert high-energy particles into a device 
in a random, undirected manner. While such random 
radiation is similar to  the radiation occurring in space, 
it does not allow the ability to create targeted tests 
that evaluate the behavior of specific FPGA resources. 

To facilitate the frequent testing of upsets within 
an FPGA, a configuration fault simulator was devel- 
oped at  Brigham Young University (BYU) in conjunc- 
tion with Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 
[3]. This system simulates upsets within the configura- 
tion memory by artificially inserting faulty bits within 

the configuration bitstream. The goal of this simula- 
tor is to  test the operation of FPGA designs in the 
presence of configuration upsets without the need of 
ground-based radiation testing. 

3.1 Fault Simulator Architecture 

This fault simulator is based on the architecture 
shown in Figure 2. Two FPGAs are configured with 
equivalent designs and are run with identical clock and 
circuit inputs. Under normal operating circumstances, 
the two FPGAs produce identical results. During fault 
simulation, one of the FPGAs is subjected to artificial 
modifications in the configuration bitstream. The fault 
simulator will monitor the behavior of the FPGA de- 
sign under test by comparing the circuit output with 
that of the golden FPGA design. If discrepancies are 
found, the fault condition is recorded and the bitstream 
is repaired. 

FPGA 1 
- 

FPGA 2 

I 

Figure 2. SEU Simulator Architecture 

The fault simulator was developed using the 
SLAAC-1V configurable computing board at  USC-IS1 
East[l4]. This board provides three Virtex VlOOO FP- 
GAS, a crossbar interconnect, external SRAM memory, 
and a PCI bus interface. The fault simulator architec- 
ture maps nicely to  the SLAAC-1V board - the X1 
FPGA is for the control FPGA design, the X2 FPGA 
is used for the design under test and the XO FPGA is 
used to compare the results and provide a stimulus to  
the two FPGA designs. 

An important goal of this simulator is to  inject arti- 
ficial configuration faults into the design under test as 
fast as possible. This simulator achieves rapid fault in- 
jection by exploiting the high-speed PCI configuration 
mode of the SLAAC-1V and the partial configuration 
SelectMap configuration interface provided on the Vir- 
tex FPGA. Using these high-speed configuration tech- 
niques allows the fault simulator to  corrupt a single 
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configuration bit in 100 micro-seconds. 

3.2 Simulator Execution Sequence and Timing 

The fault simulaior follows a simple sequence to  test 
the impact of a configuration single-event upset on the 
design under test. The simulator begins by reconfig- 
uring the design under test with a modified version of 
the original bitstrcam. Specifically, a single bit within 
the original bitstream is toggled to simulate a single- 
bit configuration memory upset. The simulator cyelcs 
the FPGAs to simulate the operation of the circuit in 
the presence of a single configuration bit upset. 

While the simulator cycles the two IVGAs, the com- 
parator circuit operating in X0 monitors the output of 
the FPGAs to detect any discrepancies in the circuit 
behavior. If a discrepancy is found between the two 
circuits, the bit location of the corrupted configuration 
bit is recorded and archived for later analysis. Afkr 
this execution test has been completed, the corrupted 
configuration bit is repaired through iz final reconfigu- 
ration step. The inner loop for this corruption process 
i s  shown in Figure 3. 

01: do { 

02 : corrupt configuration bit 
03: test fox design discrepancies 
04: if discrepancies exist 
05 : record bit location 
06: repair configuration bit 
07: 1 until all bits have been tested 

Total time: 214 usec/loop 
20 minutes 44 sec/bitstream 

Figure 3. Configuration Inner-Loop 

To completely characterizc? the behavior of a design 
in a radiation environment, each of the Virtex VLOOO 
configuration bits must be tcsted using this process. 
The inner loop shown in Figure 3 is repeated for each of 
the 5,810,048 corifigiiration bits required by the Virtcx 
Vl000 device. With iteration of the fault simulator 
requiring 214ps, testing of the entire bitstrcam takes 
20 minutes. 

4 Testbed Results 

The configuration upset simulator has been used to  
test the effects of upsets within the configuration mem- 
ory on several FPGA designs. The first set of designs 
include a number of pipelined array multipliers. Thesc 
multiplier designs itre used to  <!vidu&e tho sensitiviky of 

datapath circuitry to configuration SEUs. The second 
set of designs include several linear feedback shift reg- 
isters (LFSR). Unlike the multiplier designs, the LFSR 
designs consume relatively few logic resources while re- 
quiring a large number of user flop-flops. The LFSR 
also contains feedback and will highlight the effects of 
configuration upsets on circuits with feedback. 

Several designs were created with varying amounts 
of logic for both the multiplier and the LFSR. Using a 
variety of design sizes will identify the impact of logic 
density on configuration SEU sensitivity. It is expected 
that larger dcsigns rcquiriiig more logic will be more 
sensitive to  configuration upsets than smaller designs. 

The test procedure outlined in Figure 3 is applied to  
each of the multiplier and LFSR designs. During this 
test sequence, each of the almost six-million configu- 
ration bits are independently upset within the design. 
Configuration upsets that cause a failure in the design 
are recorded and stored for analysis. The following in- 
formation will be reported for each design test: 

Logic Slices The size of a design is specified by the 
number of logic slices used by the design. A logic slice 
within the Virtex architecture contains two 4-input 
look-up tables, two flip-flops and is roughly equivalent 
to  30 logic gates. 

Flip-Flops The size of a design is also specified by 
the number of user flip-flops consumed by the design. 
This parameter is useful in identifying the density of 
flip-flops found within the design. 

SEU Design Failures The total number of upsets 
within the configuration memory that cause an opera- 
tional failure are identified as SEU design failures. 

Failure Rate The failure rate is computed by divid- 
ing the number of SEU design failures in a test by the 
total number of configuration bits in the bitstream (i.e. 
5,810,048). This value indicates the probability that an 
upset within the configuration memory will disrupt the 
operamtion of the circuit under test. Note that this result 
is applicable only to  the design under consideration. 

Failures per Logic Slice The number of SEU fail- 
ures can be normalized to  the design size by dividing 
the number of failures by the number of slices con- 
sumed by the design. It is expected that the normal- 
ized failure count will be relatively constant for designs 
of similar composition. 
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Normalized Failure Rate The failure rate can also 
be normalized to the design size by dividing the num- 
ber of failures per logic slice by the average number of 
configuration bits required for a slice. With 5,810,048 
bits necessary to  configure 12,288 logic slices, an aver- 
age of 473 bits are required to configure each logic slice. 
The normalized failure rate estimates the percentage of 
configuration bits used by a design that are sensitive to  
single event upsets. 

The results of the SEU simulation for each of the 
designs are summarized in Table 3. The following two 
sections will describe each of these designs in detail and 
discuss the results from the fault simulator. 

4.1 Multiplier Test Designs 

The multiplier designs are arranged in a multiply- 
accumulate (MAC) configuration, as shown in Figure 
4. The MAC design is a feed-forward datapath cir- 
cuit that is representative of computing kernels used 
in many RF signal processing algorithms. This circuit 
contains a two stage pipeline and performs the arith- 
metic function 0 = (A x B + A x B )  + A x B. 

** B 

The largest Logic multiplier design had a failure rate of 
3.8% - only one configuration upset in 26 will cause a 
failure in the design operation. The overall probability 
of a design failure due to a configuration SEU is the 
probability of a configuration SEU multiplied by the 
design failure rate. 

Another interesting fact to  note from these tables 
is that the SEU failure rate is a function of the logic 
density - larger designs that consume more logic slices 
are more sensitive to configuration SEUs than smaller 
designs. The number of failures per slice is relatively 
constant for each of the two classes of multipliers. Since 
larger designs use more logic and routing resources, a 
larger portion of the configuration bitstream will be 
used to define the circuit functionality. Smaller designs 
that use fewer resources contain more “don’t care” con- 
figuration bits within the bitstream and can tolerate 
more configuration upsets. 

I t  is also interesting to  compare the failure rate of 
the Logic multiplier with that of the Virtex-specific 
multiplier. As seen in Table 3, the Virtex-specific 
multipliers are smaller than their generic logic coun- 
terparts. Because these multipliers are smaller, fewer 
configuration upsets will alter the operation of the mul- 
tiplier. However, the number of SEU failures per logic 
slice is higher for the Virtex multiplier than that of the 
generic multipliers. This suggests that the Virtex mul- 
tipliers use FPGA resources more efficiently than the 
generic multipliers and are thus more sensitive to  SEUs 
on a per-slice basis. 

4.2 Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) De- 
signs 

Figure 4. Multiplier-Accumulate Test Design. 

Two different styles of multiplication were used for 
these tests. The first multiplier style uses simple logic 
primitives (i.e. AND/OR/INVERT ) to implement the 
MAC circuit. Four different sizes of this circuit were 
tested. The size of the design is changed by varying the 
width of the arithmetic operators. The datapath width 
of these designs are 12, 24, 36, and 48-bits. The second 
multiplication style exploits architectural features spe- 
cific to  the Virtex FPGA. The use of Virtex-specific 
primitives allows the construction of multipliers that 
are smaller and faster than the generic logic multiplier. 
Four sizes of the Virtex multiplier were also tested. The 
datapath width of the Virtex multiplier designs are 18, 
36, 48, and 72-bits. 

The sensitivity of these datapath circuits to  config- 
uration upsets is summarized in Table 3. The first fact 
to  note from these results is that the multiplier de- 
signs are relatively insensitive to  configuration upsets. 

The configuration fault simulator has also been used 
to test several linear feedback shift register(LFSR) de- 
signs. LFSRs are frequently used for high-speed coun- 
ters, pseudo-random number generators, and encryp- 
tion/decryption algorithms. LFSRs sequence through 
a series of 2N - 1 states where N is the number of reg- 
isters in the LFSR. LFSRs are constructed by creating 
a linear shift, register and adding feedback by perform- 
ing an exclusive or (XOR) on predefined bits within 
the register[l5]. The LFSR shown in Figure 5 demon- 
strates an 8-bit counter that implements the polyno- 
mial g(x )  = 1 + 9 + z3 + x4 + x8. 

Four LFSR designs were created with varying 
amounts of logic. The output widths of these LFSR 
designs are 18, 36, 64, and 72 bits, respectively. Each 
output bit is the results of an XOR function applied 
to the most significant bit output of eight separate LF- 
SRs. The LFSRs are all 12 bits wide, a width small 
enough to  allow for reasonable coverage of all possible 
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24-bit Logic 
3G-bj t Logic 
48-bit Logic 
18-bit Virtex 

- - - - ~  
18-bit LIVR 
%-bit LFSR 
54-bit LFSR 
72-bit LFSR 

Flip SEU Design Failures 
Flops Failures Rate 
144 13263 0.23% 
612 52454 0.90% 
1404 122657 2.11% 
2520 220197 3.79% 
1000 60929 1.05% 
3744 232239 4.00% 
8848 520747 8.96% 
15264 856802 14.75% 
2160 
4320 3 37861 2.37% 
6480 208536 3.59% 
8640 279450 4.81% 

-_ 
Failure 
/Slice 
92.1 
93.5 
98.2 
99.9 
104.5 
105.3 
108.9 
103.1 
30.7 
31.6 
31.9 
32.1 

Normalized 
Failure Rate 

19.5% 
19.8% 
20.8% 
21.1% 
22.1% 
22.3% 
23.0% 
21.9% 
6.5% 
6.7% 
6.7% 
6,8% 

Table 3. Configuration SEU Failure Rate for Three FPGA Design Types. 

I 

Figure 5. Linear Feedback Shift Register. 

outputs (212 = 4096), while still large enough to create 
a design which uses a significant portion of available 
resources on the FPGA. As a result of the nature of 
the LFSR, the major constraint for thcse dcsigns is the 
amount of available VPGA logic resources, whereas the 
major constraining factor for the multiplier dcsigns was 
the amount of available routing within the FPGA. 

The results of the SEU simulation for these four 
LFSR designs are summarized in Table 3. The first 
fact t o  note from these results is that the failure rate 
for LFSRs is linear with respect to design size. Like 
the multiplier designs, the normalized failure ratc is 
relatively constant for the four design sizes. 

Tho second fact to note from these rcsi~lts is that 
the LFSR dcsign is less sensitive to configuration up- 
sets than the multiplier design. The normalized fail- 
ure rate of the LFSlt designs is less than half that of 
the multiplier dcsigns. This outcome can be explained 
by noting that the LFSR tlcsigii uses far less combi- 
national logic and routing khan the niultiplicr design. 
Most logic slices are used to hold flip-flops and contain 
littlc, if any, combinational logic. Because the logic 
density of the T,lCSR is lower than that of the multi- 
pliers, there are fewer serisitivc configiiration bits than 
that of the multiplier 

The results in Table 3 are specific to the LFSR and 
multiplier designs and do not necessarily apply to  other 
FPGA designs. The configuration fault simulator will 
bo used to  test a variety of other FPGA designs to  
better understand the sensitivity of FPGA circuits to 
configuration SEUs. As more designs and design styles 
are tested in this SEU simulator, accurate models of 
configuration SEUs can be created. 

4.3 Location of Sensitive Configuration Bits 

It is clear from Table 3 that the failure rate of a de- 
sign is dependent upon both the size of the design and 
the type of resources used by the design. This suggests 
that modification of the allocated FPGA resources has 
an impact on design behavior - the upset of configura- 
tion bits associated with unused FPGA resources has 
no impact on the operation of the design. This sug- 
gestion can be verified by plotting the location of the 
sensitive configuration bits and correlating them with 
the layout of the allocated FPGA resources of a design. 

A plot of the sensitive configuration bits can be 
made by determining the x , y location of each sensitive 
configuration bit determined through the fault simula- 
tion process. The x , y  location of a configuration bit 
can be made by following the guidelines found in the 
Xiliiix Application Note 151[16]. Figure 6(a) shows 
the location of sensitive Configuration bits of a 48-bit 
multiplier-accumulate design. 

The corresponding layout of this design is shown in 
Figuro 6(b). This image was created by taking a screen 
capture of thc FPGA Editor layout tool provided with 
the Xilinx tools. Darkened regions of this image indi- 
cate routing and logic resources allocated by this de- 
sign. The location of sensitive configuration bits corre- 
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lates closely with the regions of the FPGA allocated for 
this design. This correlation is quite encouraging, as it 
supports the validity of the fault injection simulator. 

5 Radiation Testing 

The fault injection simulator provides a convenient 
and low-cost facility for analyzing the reliability of 
FPGA designs in the presence of configuration upsets. 
This simulator is able to rapidly analyze the behavior 
of a design when each of the almost six million config- 
uration bits are upset. Because the simulator will be 
used to test many FPGA designs, it is important to 
validate the simulator using a ground-based radiation 
source. 

To validate the fault simulator and the results ob- 
tained in Table 3, the SLAAC-1V fault simulation envi- 
ronment was tested at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory, 
University of California, Davis. Rather than artificially 
inserting configuration upsets as described in Section 
3, this test was organized to  upset the configuration 
memory (and other internal state) using a medium- 
energy proton beam. The device under test (Xl) is 
placed in front of the proton beam and exposed to the 
appropriate flux of radiation. The control device (X2), 
is shielded from the proton beam and will operate in 
parallel with the X1 circuit as described earlier. The 
comparator chip (XO) is used to monitor the operation 
of both circuits and signal to the host a design failure 
in X1. The accelerator test configuration containing 
the SLAAC-1V board is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Proton Accelerator Test. 

The radiation testing procedure is similar to the ar- 
tificial fault injection simulator with the exception that 
configuration bits are not artificially injected. The se- 
quence shown in Figure 8 is repeated until the appro- 

priate amount of testing time is complete. This se- 
quence begins by querying XO for design output errors. 
If errors are found, it is recorded with a time-stamp. 
Next, the host performs a device readback on the X1 
FPGA to obtain the current state of the configuration 
bits, This configuration state is compared against a 
known correct copy of the bitstream to determine the 
presence of configuration memory upsets. If a configu- 
ration bit has been upset by a proton, the configuration 
bit is recorded and the device is reconfigured to its orig- 
inal state. Finally, the board is reset to re-synchronize 
the two designs as necessary. 

01 : 
02 : 
03 : 
04 : 
05 : 
06 : 
07 : 
08 : 
09 : 
10 : 
11: 
12.: 

do C 
check f o r  design f a i l u r e s  
i f  e r r o r s  e x i s t  

perform device readback 
examine configuration b i t s t ream f o r  e r r o r s  
i f  e r ro r s  e x i s t  

s e t  f l a g  & record time stamp 

record b i t  e r r o r  loca t ion(s )  
r epa i r  configuration b i t s  

reset board 
i f  f l a g  from output e r r o r  condition 

1 u n t i l  t e s t i n g  time complete 

Figure 8. Configuration Inner-Loop 

The testing sequence described above operates con- 
tinuously throughout the test with each iteration of 
this sequence taking 430 milli-seconds. The speed of 
this sequence is limited by the time required to per- 
form a configuration readback operation on the device. 
Once a sufficient number of configuration memory up- 
sets are recorded, the test is stopped. 

Over 60 radiation tests were conducted over a 16 
hour period. The radiation source was configured to 
provide roughly one proton-induced configuration up- 
set every second. During this time, over 50,000 config- 
uration upsets were recorded. The preliminary results 
for three of the tests are shown in Table 4. This ta- 
ble lists the number of configuration upsets and design 
failures observed during the test. In addition, this ta- 
ble provides the failure rate of both the radiation test 
and the artificial fault simulator. 

The accelerator results shown in Figure 4 suggest 
that the fault injection simulator closely matches the 
results seen in the accelerator. This similarity suggests 
that the fault-injection simulator is indeed a valid tech- 
nique for simulating the behavior of FPGA circuits in 
the presence of radiation induced single-event upsets. 
It is important to note that the failure rates of the ac- 
celerator tests are slightly higher than that of the simu- 
lator. This difference can be attributed to the fact that 
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(a) Location of Sensitive Configuration Bits 

---- 
Design 

36-bit Virtcx Multiplier 
72-bit Virtex Multiplier 

--___-- 

F K i x F S R  

(b) Design Layout and Routing 

Test Time Configuration Design Failure Simulator 
(seconds) Upsets Failures Rate Failure Rate 

3707 3002 148 4.9% 4.0% 
6314 5753 992 17,2% 14.75% 
1033 1067 53 5.0% 4.81% 

the accelerator will upset, all slate within the FPGA dc- 
vice and not just the configuration niemory. As upsets 
occur within the user fiip-flops and other device stat,e, 
additional output errors will be seen. 

6 Conclusions 

The SEU simulator clcscribod above has been used to  
successfully test the sensitivity of configuration SEUs 
011 a number of FPGA designs. This simulator corn- 
putes the failure rate of an PPGA design by testing 
the behavior of the design while configuration bit up- 
sets are int,rotlucecl. To fully characterhe the failiire 
rate, each bit within the bitstreani is corrupted. Be- 
cause there are so many configuration bits in the Vir 
VlOO0 bitstream, configuratioii time is essential for this 
simulator. The high-speed configuration modes of the 
SLAAC-1V are used to  maximize simulation time. 

This work will continue by testing many more dc- 
signs including t,hose that will be placed on a spacecraft 
sensor. 'I'hc r;imulator will also be uscd to characterize 
the cffectiveness of design tecliniques used to  iinprovc 

circuit reliability. Triple module redundancy, circuit 
checksums, and other redundant hardware techniques 
can be tested and characterized to  determine relative 
effectiveness of any redundant hardware. 

This simulator will also be used t o  characterize the 
reliability of specific architectural components of the 
Virtex FPGA. Specifically, the Input Output Buffers 
(1013s)) Block RAM, SelectRAM, and routing blocks 
will be tested to  determine local sensitivity to  con- 
figuration SEUs. By understanding the reliability of 
FPGAs in the presence of single-cvent upsets, design 
techniques can be created to improve reliability and 
encourage the use of FPGAs for remote-sensing and 
other space-based applications. 
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